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Joanna Wolfe 

"Ten minutes for Seven Letters": 

Song as Key to Narrative Revision 

in Toni Morrison's Beloved 

And there it was again. The welcoming cool of unchiseled headstones; the one 

she selected to lean against on tiptoe, her knees wide open as any grave. Pink as 

a fingernail it was, and sprinkled with glittering chips. Ten minutes, he said. You 

got ten minutes I'll do it for free. 

Ten minutes for seven letters. With another ten could she have gotten 

"Dearly" too? 

?Toni Morrison, Beloved 

Just five pages into Toni Morrison's Beloved, we discover how Sethe barters her 

body for the one word she will ever write. Sethe's prostitution before the stonemason 

is just one of many written texts in the novel that are literally as well as figuratively 
inscribed on the material bodies of African women. These written texts include the 

brand Sethe's mother bears under her breast; the columns "human" and "animal" 

Schoolteacher uses to record Sethe's characteristics; the whipping that nearly causes 

Sethe to bite off her tongue and leaves a scar shaped like a chokecherry tree (remi 
niscent of the cherry ink Sethe made for Schoolteacher) on her back; and the news 

paper article that prompts Paul D to tell Sethe she has two feet, not four. Like these 

other texts, Sethe's single word is carved into the body of an African woman. And, 
also like these other texts, Sethe's written word names, labels, and identifies an 

Other: in this case, the Other of her dead baby girl. 
Sethe's one written word is not just carved on a tombstone: it also composes the 

title and the last word of the book. Thus, to some extent, the novel foregrounds what 

some critics have termed the "violence of literacy" (Stuckey): the self-dispossession, 
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displacement, and denial that occurs when a marginalized subject attempts to master 

a dominant discourse that has depended on her othering.1 Sethe's attempt to join the 

dominant discourse (her written word is intended to answer "one more preacher, one 

more abolitionist and a town full of disgust" [5]) is an act of violence to herself and 

a betrayal of the other she is naming. The violence embedded in this word may ulti 

mately be more damaging to the African subjects in the novel than the infanticide, 
for "those ten minutes . . . were longer than life, more alive, more pulsating than the 

baby blood that soaked her fingers like oil" (5). 
I will return to the scene of Sethe's one written word momentarily. However, for 

now, I would like to turn to a scene in the penultimate chapter in which Denver and 

Paul D discuss the possibility of Denver receiving a college education: 

When he asked if they treated her all right over there, she said more than all 

right. Miss Bodwin taught her stuff. He asked her what stuff and she laughed 
and said book stuff. "She says I might go to Oberlin. She's experimenting on 

me." And he didn't say, "Watch out. Watch out. Nothing in the world more dan 

gerous than a white schoolteacher." Instead he nodded and asked the question 
he wanted to. 

"Your mother all right?" (266) 

Although this passage hints at the dangers associated with Western literacy, the tone 

is hopeful. Denver, who has been imprisoned at 124 most of her life, is moving out 

into the world. Paul D, who has not been able to make a domestic life with a woman, 
is returning to Sethe. Where Western literacy as practiced at Sweet Home?or by 
Sethe with the stonemason?enslaves and dehumanizes African subjects, the white 

schoolteacher in this passage seems to assist (or at the very least, not obstruct) the 

characters' self-realization. 

How does a novel that begins with the brutality of a written word that mimics 

the discourse of slavery by its inscription on the body of an African woman end with 

the promise that seems to surround Denver's education? The answer seems to lie in 

the new model of writing and narrative technique that many critics?including Mor 

rison herself?have described Beloved as attempting to employ. In particular, these 

critics have examined the gaps, inconsistencies, and incompatible accounts that 

Beloved's narrative structure insists upon. These gaps require a renegotiation of the 

traditional Western relationship between reader and author?and thus critics have 

variously described Beloved's narrative structure as providing "the places and spaces 
so that the reader can participate" (Morrison, "Rootedness" 341), calling for an ethi 

cal reader to recognize otherness by hearing what she does not know (Handley), 

transferring the role of object and weight of oppression to the reader (Schreiber), and 

revealing the limitations of interpretation's desire for mastery (Phelan). Such rene 

gotiated relationships between reader and author, critics have also pointed out, open 

up the possibility for new patterns of subject-formation (Handley; Rimmon-Kenan; 

Schreiber) that have the potential to renegotiate Sethe's relationship to the one word 
that effaces, rather than produces, her self. 

These readings of Morrison's project are insightful?particularly in elucidating 
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how the narrative opens itself up to the creation of "new" Africanist subjectivities 
and narrative practices that can address the painful gaps and absences caused by 

slavery and the Middle Passage. However, less attention in general has been paid to 

how Morrison engages with an African American tradition that is not absent, but is 

all too present. Sethe's ten minutes before the stonemason dramatizes a narrative tra 

dition that required enslaved subjects to subject themselves to a master narrative in 

order to proclaim their freedom from it. Thus, when Morrison revisits the slave nar 

ratives in Beloved she is not only accounting for absence by listening "for the 

holes?the things the fugitives did not say" (92), she is also revisiting a powerful and 

compelling tradition in which freedom depended upon mastering the discourse that 

made slavery possible. In attempting to revise the literary tradition of the slave nar 

rative, Morrison describes her job as "how to rip that veil drawn over 'proceedings 
too terrible to relate' 

" 
("Site" 110). Ripping this veil is not merely a matter of sup 

plying what the narratives lack; rather, it requires finding a way to subvert the master 

narrative that often enforced silence from and about the black subject ("Black" 

219)?even when the speaker was black and the subject blackness. 

This essay attempts to trace how the self-violence inscribed in Sethe's one word 

is rewritten as the characters in the novel find new ways of telling and imagining the 

narratives they have inherited. I do this by performing a series of close readings that 

carefully investigate how the three of the characters involved in the discussion of 

Denver's education?Denver, Paul D, and Edwin Bodwin, the former abolitionist 

who has hired Denver and will finance her schooling?come to discover new narra 

tive practices that enable them to open the texts that have come to shape their pasts 
and overshadow their futures. Thus, Denver is encouraged to retell the story of her 

birth, Paul D discovers how to reconcile the Sweet Home songs of yearning with his 

prison songs, and Bodwin learns to revise the abolitionist narratives full of "spit and 

conviction" (260). The texts that each of these three characters learn to revise are? 

like Sethe's one written word?closed and self-denying. 
All three of these characters use narrative techniques modeled on black music 

to revise the texts forming their past. These techniques include black music's open 
ness to repetition and modification, its ability to accommodate and gain new mean 

ing from the dialogic interplay of multiple traditions and texts, and its intimate and 

productive relationship between audience and musician. Moreover, song figures 

prominently in all three narratives. Thus, Denver (with the help of Beloved) includes 
a Scottish ballad in the retelling of her birth narrative, foregrounding the dialogic re 

lations between European and African musical and narrative traditions?traditions 

that Morrison herself explicitly deals with. Paul D draws upon music's openness to 

the dialogic interplay of texts to reconcile the songs he learned in prison with the 

songs of yearning he learned at Sweet Home: a lesson that allows him to imagine a 

new relationship with Sethe. Bodwin performs the role of audience for the thirty 
black women who sing together to drive the ghost away from 124. Bodwin's ability 
to look at Beloved and actively listen to the stories told about this climatic event 

make possible the generally optimistic tone of the penultimate chapter. 
This essay proceeds by first elaborating upon the self-violation and logocentric 

closure embodied by Sethe's one word, which is seen as paradigmatic of the 
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narratives Denver, Paul D, and Bodwin learn to revise as well as of the slave narra 

tive tradition that Morrison herself must revise. Morrison's use of song as both a nar 

rative event and a narrative technique is also elaborated upon. Next, I perform a 

series of close readings that attempt to elucidate exactly how Denver, Paul D, and 

Bodwin learn to use song to rewrite their past narratives. I then return to the end of 

the novel to clarify how the participatory listening strategies employed in these three 

narrative retellings together suggest how Sethe (and Morrison) might revise the one 

word "longer than life" (5). 

PUTTING MUSIC TO WORDS 

When Sethe lies before the stonemason, she replicates hegemonic literacy prac 
tices that inscribe texts on the bodies of African subjects in order to memorialize her 

baby girl. Thus, we witness the self-violation that results when a subject who has 

only been written upon by others attempts to invoke Western literacy practices for 

her own ends. Where in a Western context, naming an Other is usually an act of self 

production, Sethe's attempt to claim an Other results in self-subjugation. And it is 

this act of self-subjugation, as much as the desire and anger of the baby ghost, that 

continues to haunt Sethe: "not only did she have to live out her years in a house 

palsied by the baby's fury at having its throat cut, but those ten minutes she spent 

pressed up against dawn-colored stone studded with star chips, her knees wide open 
as the grave, were longer than life, more alive, more pulsating than the baby blood 

that soaked her fingers like oil" (5). 
While Schoolteacher and his pupils, privileged white males in the plantation 

economy, use writing to produce a self that is superior to the black bodies around 

them, Sethe's written word, which is "longer than life, more alive, more pulsating," 

eclipses even the absence (the death of the baby girl) she is attempting to name as her 

own. Later, we find that the pink in the headstone is the last color Sethe remembers 

seeing: "It was as though one day she saw red baby blood, another day the pink grave 
stone chips, and that was the last of it" (39). These references to the absence and fi 

nality that accompanies Sethe's written word suggest that she has literally embodied 

Derrida's claim that Western writing signifies the death and absence of the writer. 

The self-violation embodied in Sethe's written word is nearly as complicated as 

the act of the infanticide itself, for in both cases Sethe selflessly and selfishly sacri 

fices self and other. In killing her daughter, Sethe sacrifices what is most precious to 

her self, the daughter that is her "best thing." On the other hand, her action mimics 

the practices of slaveowners such as Schoolteacher by claiming another's life as her 

own "thing" or property. The repeated phrase "she [Beloved] my best thing" is thus 

both a statement of a selfless love and of possessive ownership. Similarly, in selling 
her body in exchange for writing on a tombstone, Sethe both sacrifices herself to her 

love for her daughter and yet selfishly claims her daughter as an extension of that 

sacrificed self. Consequently, in the very act of claiming her daughter as her own 

beloved, Sethe forgets "the other one: the soul of her baby girl" (5). Writing here 

thus results in subjugation of both self and other. 
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The narrative violence of Sethe's one word resembles the many African Ameri 

can written texts that have sought closure through self-denial. W. E. B. DuBois's fa 

mous articulation of the African American phenomenon of double-consciousness 

provides a case in point. Much of The Souls of Black Folk is driven by a desire to 

reach the end of the black soul's striving by allowing him entrance into "the kingdom 
of culture" (46). DuBois longs for the day when the American Negro can realize a 

complete and undivided self: a day when he can "merge his double self into a better 

and truer self" (45). This longing for a unified self, however, requires acceptance of 
a master narrative that perceives the double-self as less than fully human. Thus, in 

the process of articulating black subjectivity to those who might wish to deny it, 
DuBois paradoxically accepts the assumption that this subjectivity is flawed. 

To break from the master narrative's siren song of closure and finality, Morrison 

turns to African American music as a model for rewriting past texts. The importance 
of musical revision as a model for African American narrative has been famously de 

scribed by Henry Louis Gates in The Signifying Monkey, in which Gates claims that 

black literature, like black music, gains its resonance not from the origination of new 

themes but from the skillful revision of formal tropes. Morrison's own narrative 

technique self-consciously uses music as a model for resisting logocentric narratives, 

both through the use of repetition as a narrative device and through the prominence 
of song in her stories. Morrison herself describes how she wishes to apply the open 
ended quality of black music to her novels: "Classical music satisfies and closes. 

Black music does not do that. Jazz always keeps you on the edge. There is no final 

chord. There may be a long chord, but no final chord. And it agitates you. Spirituals 

agitate you, no matter what they are saying about how it is all going to be. There is 

something underneath them that is incomplete. There is always something else that 

you want from the music. I want my books to be like that?because I want that feel 

ing of something held in reserve and the sense that there is more" ("Interview" 429). 
To say that Morrison models her narrative structure on black music does not 

mean that she simply celebrates African American song in her work, as some critics 
seem to imply.2 In fact, to simply claim the power of black song would be analogous 
to Sethe's dangerous act of claiming her daughter. Instead, Morrison uses black 

music as a model for turning the novel from a closed text into a narrative perfor 

mance that (unlike the word Sethe tries to permanently inscribe in stone) is transient, 

shared, and open to both repetition and modification. And because a performed text 

is shared, it is unable to be claimed as any one individual's private property. 
In order to achieve this performed quality in her narratives, Morrison deliber 

ately attempts to create narratives that call for reader participation: "A musician's 

music is enhanced when there is a response from the audience. Now in a book, which 

closes, after all?it's of some importance to me to try to make that connection. ... I 

have to provide the places and spaces so that the reader can participate ("Rooted 
ness" 341). When this call to participation is heeded, the text takes on a new life that 

Morrison compares to the Afrocentric belief in nommo ("Unspeakable" 33): the gen 
erative power of the spoken word to both produce and transform reality.3 

When Morrison sets out to tell a history of slavery, she attempts to summon 

nommo to call into being a new life for the closed, logocentric narratives that trap 
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African Americans like Sethe and DuBois in subjectivities that threaten their own 

erasure. Morrison relies on her readers to help her revise these texts not only by in 

spiring her own storytelling, but also by fashioning their own retellings of these sto 

ries. The continual creation and juxtaposition of these multiple stories has the 

potential to transform past narratives?and, in so doing, to call new selves into being. 

"THAT'S MY MAMA'S SONG": DENVER'S BIRTH NARRATIVE 

The two accounts of Denver's birth narrative illustrate how narratives modeled on 

song can lead to new subjectivities. In the first account of Denver's birth, Denver is 

alone, telling the story to herself. And the story that she recounts seems to have been 

handed down straight from her mother. Like a child hungry for the known and familiar, 
Denver changes no details as she repeats Sethe's story: "Easily she stepped into the told 

story that lay before her eyes on the path she followed away from the window. There 
was only one door to the house and to get to it from the back you had to walk all the 

way around to the front of 124. And to get to the part of the story she liked best, she had 

to start way back: hear the birds in the thick woods, the crunch of leaves underfoot; see 

her mother making her way up into the hills where no houses were likely to be" (29). 
In recalling her birth narrative, Denver repeats the story she has heard word for 

word, as if she were literally stepping exactly in her mother's footprints.4 The story 
she tells begins and ends with a discussion of Sethe's feet, a strange focus for a nar 

rative that purports to be about "the magic of her birth, its miracle in fact" (29). In 

fact, the story that Denver repeats to herself never even mentions her own birth, but 

instead abruptly ends with two images of the afterlife: Amy Denver rubbing Sethe's 

feet and claiming "anything dead coming back to life hurts" and a white dress, which 

Denver identifies as her dead sister, that kneels with its arm around Sethe (35). Any 
birth invoked in this narrative thus belongs not to Denver, but to others who haunt 

Denver's story. The miracle of Denver's birth, dependent as it is upon her mother's 

incomplete text, is effectively aborted in this version.5 

By contrast, the second time we read about Denver's birth narrative, Denver is 

telling the story to Beloved, who performs the part of an active, engaged audience? 

the type of audience Morrison describes as enhancing black music ("Rootedness"). 

Thus, Beloved participates in the narrative, "asking questions about the color of 

things and their size" and expressing a "downright craving to know" (77). To satisfy 
her listener's curiosity, Denver begins to imagine details to add life to the "scraps her 

mother and grandmother had told her" (78). As a result of this reimagination of 

events, Denver comes closer to the story, and begins "to see what she was saying and 

not just to hear it" (77). Like a jazz musician, Denver draws inspiration from her au 

dience, and the monologue that Denver had so often repeated to herself becomes "in 

fact, a duet as they lay down together" (78). Denver's narrative thus embodies the 

musical quality that Morrison often says she strives for when she creates open-ended 
narratives that invite reader participation. 

As Denver narrates, her active audience inspires her to change the text she has 

inherited from Sethe. In Denver's version, the season of "whipping snow" (29) and 
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the fever that Sethe "thanked God for since it would certainly keep her baby warm" 

(90) become "four summer stars . . . 
spores of bluefern ... the cool of a summer 

evening" (84). The description of Amy changes from "Arms like canestalks and hair 

enough for four or five heads. Slow-moving eyes" (32) to "fugitive eyes" and a "ten 

der-hearted mouth" (78). Most importantly, even though Denver initially protests to 

Beloved that she doesn't know the entire story, once she starts to recreate Sethe's ex 

perience, she envisions an ending. Where Sethe's original story stopped prematurely 
with Amy rubbing Sethe's feet, Denver's story continues on to describe the miracle 

of her birth and naming. Thus, in reimagining her mother's story, Denver brings it to 

life as she not only recounts the moment of her birth but also gives blood "and a 

heartbeat" to "the scraps her mother and grandmother had told her" (78). 

Perhaps the most dramatic difference between the two tellings of Denver's 

birth, however, is the inclusion in the second version of the ballad "Lady Button 

Eyes." Amy Denver sings a complete three verses of this ballad, which, with its Old 

World imagery of fairies and haunted greens, seems out of place in the origin story 
of an African American girl: 

When the busy day is done 

And my weary little one 

Rocketh gently to and fro; 
When the night winds softly blow, 
And the crickets in the glen 

Chirp and chirp and chirp again; 
Where 'pon the haunted green 
Fairies dance around their queen, 

Then from yonder misty skies 

Cometh Lady Button Eyes. (81) 

In Shadow and Act, Ellison reminds us that some of the best singers of Irish songs 
were Negro dock workers and that many advertisements from slavery days described 
slaves who spoke Scottish dialect (256). Although "Lady Button Eyes" clearly rep 
resents a non-African cultural tradition, Denver does not reject it but instead incor 

porates the song with meticulous detail into her origin story. In the process, Denver 
seems to be giving birth to her own heritage. Partway through the ballad, Amy 
pauses to tell Sethe, "That's my mama's song. She taught me it" (81). This declara 

tion resonates much later in the novel when Sethe, recognizing a tune that Beloved is 

humming, says "I made that song up. I made it up and sang it to my children. No 

body knows that song but me and my children" (176). Since Sethe barely knew her 
own mother, it seems likely that Amy's ballad inspired her to create a maternal song 
to pass down to her children. However, this ballad, which is surprisingly detailed, is 

only described in Denver's version of the story. No such song appears in Sethe's 

original tale. Thus, Denver's birth narrative not only draws upon multiple traditions, 
but also appears in some sense to have created or shaped her own heritage. 

Denver's process of including a European tradition in her birth narrative paral 
lels Morrison's own process of revisiting Adventures of Huckleberry Finn in a tale 
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about slavery. Elsewhere Morrison has critiqued Huckleberry Finn as a sympathetic, 

yet ultimately racist tale that depends upon Jim's degradation ("Black"). Here she 

transforms Twain's text into a story of birth, healing, and maternal subjectivity that 

reveals the interdependence of black and white cultural traditions. As Richard More 

land points out, within Denver's transformative revision of her mother's narrative 

lies Amy's revision of her own mother's narrative. Thus, we discover that Amy is 

going to Boston because that is where her mother lived before she was given to Mr. 

Buddy. In Denver's revised birth narrative Amy not only helps Sethe, but asks for 

Sethe's help in imagining a past and future existence beyond Mr. Buddy's domina 

tion by asking for Sethe's reassurance that Mr. Buddy is not her daddy (Moreland 

53). In describing her mother and her mother's song, Amy seems to draw upon 
Sethe's recognition of suffering, sexual exploitation, and paternal loss. 

In attempting to give blood and a heartbeat to the past narratives she has inher 

ited, Morrison draws upon both African American and European American textual 

traditions. Through the interplay of these cultural texts, Morrison creates new narra 

tives that stress the interdependence of these cultures. In revising slave narratives, 
Morrison seeks to also revise an American literary canon that privileges individual 

heroism and isolation (e.g., Huckleberry Finn) by stressing interdependence. Morri 

son's narrative project promises to free both white and black subjectivities from a tra 

dition in which blackness is both denied and used as a foil to define and reveal 

whiteness by imagining a new narrative tradition in which whiteness and blackness 
can recognize their interdependent and mutual past ("Unspeakable"). Thus, when 

Paul D finds out that Sethe has been helped by a white girl, he tellingly remarks "then 

she helped herself too" (8). As Moreland points out, when black and white cultures 

recognize their dependence on one another, their interaction is mutually empowering. 
The textual practices used to reconstruct Denver's birth narrative contrast 

sharply with Sethe's ten minutes with the stonemason. Sethe's one word is perma 

nently inscribed; it appears to be unmodifiable (it is not even modified by "Dearly") 
and the story it represents is not iterable by others: Denver goes deaf rather than hear 

it, Paul D resists it ("That ain't her mouth" [154]), and Stamp Paid, who witnessed 

the event but is unable to tell his own account of it, begins to wonder "if it had hap 

pened at all" (158). Sethe's written word is thus static and subjugates both self and 

other. However, Denver's narrative, like Morrison's, willingly revisits and revises 

past texts. Where Sethe's ten minutes represent a closed and possessive text of self 

definition and denial (and where Denver's original birth narrative was a closed text 

that she greedily rehearsed in private), Denver's revised birth narrative is a per 
formed text imagined with the help of her sister. 

The performative nature of Denver's revised birth narrative is emphasized by 
the presence of song through the chapter. The chapter therefore begins with Denver 

and Beloved singing and dancing for one another, Denver's revised story is described 

as a "duet" with Beloved, and the "Lady Button Eyes" lullaby forms a central role in 

the narrative. While Sethe's written word embodies the death and closure of Western 

logocentrism, Denver's narrative uses the interplay of multiple traditions and the en 

gaged participation of an active listener to construct a narrative that puts the trans 

formative potential of black music to words. 
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"STONE BLIND": PAUL D'S PRISON 
AND SWEET HOME SONGS 

While Denver draws on musical form to bring new life to her birth narrative, it 

is important to recognize that the simple presence of song or music in the narrative is 

not automatically transformative. In fact, the texts Paul D learns to revise and trans 

form are literally the songs he has accumulated throughout his life. These songs in 

clude the spirituals learned at Sweet Home, where "yearning fashioned every note" 

(40), as well as the pounding songs he learned on the prison farm and battlefield. 

However, rather than draw upon music's potential to revise and modify past texts, 
Paul D treats texts as closed narratives that can either be accepted or rejected. When 

he first arrives at 124, Paul D rejects the songs he learned in prison: 

Lay my head on the railroad line, 
Train come along, pacify my mind. 

If I had my weight in lime, 
Fd whip my captain till he went stone blind. (40) 

Songs such as this one, Paul D reasons, are too violent for the domestic situation in 

which he now finds himself. However, he also rejects the more domestic songs that 

he knows since these were all learned at Sweet Home. Consequently, Paul D finds 

himself simply humming. In rejecting past texts?in humming instead of singing? 
Paul D also denies his listeners the opportunity to help him revise and transform 

these texts. Rather than drawing upon and changing the texts he has inherited (as we 

see occurring in Denver's birth narrative), Paul D rejects them and finds himself with 

little to sing. 
As a consequence of cutting off his past narratives, Paul D also ends up reject 

ing the new lyrics he improvises. As he sings a new refrain, "Bare feet and 

chamomile sap / Took off my shoes; took off my hat," Paul D finds himself resisting 
the temptation to change the words to "Gimme back my shoes; gimme back my hat" 

(40). We learn that Paul D's past has been characterized by walking away from do 

mestic situations: he has been walking since the War and does not truly believe that 

he can settle down with any woman. However, rather than face this past narrative 

(and potential future narrative) and try to revise or reimagine it, Paul D attempts to 

lock his past away. By refusing to give voice to his past and the doubts it presents, 
Paul D may be dooming himself to replicate it. Much as Denver was unable to artic 

ulate her own birth because she reiterated rather than reinvented her mother's story, 
so does Paul D limit the chances for a domestic future with Sethe by refusing to rein 

vent the songs of his past. 
When he first arrives at 124, Paul D falsely believes he has opened the locked 

part of his mind. However, for Paul D the process of locking up past narratives has 

become an entrenched strategy that he is unable to escape. When Beloved first 

moves Paul D, causing him to sleep in a chair, he wonders if this is due to "a weak 

ness left over from sleeping in a box in Georgia" (115). Later, when Beloved visits 

him in the cold house, Paul D is still trapped, unable to tell Sethe about his shame 
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and unable on his own to break out of Beloved's spell. Thus, when Paul D encounters 

the newspaper clipping?a closed text that Stamp Paid keeps in a wooden box and 
can only read verbatim?Paul D's own closed texts of shame and vulnerability has 
ten him to judge Sethe (creating yet another closed text). By attempting to close texts 

off rather than revisit and revise them, Paul D encloses himself in a series of traps 
that lock him into repeating the past. 

Like Stamp Paid, who is forced to recognize that his debts to the past are not 

paid in full (184), Paul D must learn that the past is not simply a door to be shut or a 

lock to be turned. As Denver's birth narrative makes clear, when the past is told as a 

solitary narrative to be repeated (or rejected) without modification, it celebrates the 
afterlife rather than summoning nommo to create a new narrative and a new life. 

Denver is able to turn a static story into a performative one by drawing inspiration 
from Beloved, her active listener, to reimagine her mother's aborted narrative with 

the help of a multitude of cultural inheritances. Paul D, however, uses a slightly dif 
ferent tactic to revisit his past narratives. Rather than rejecting the violent resistance 
of his prison experiences or the shame of Sweet Home and the cold house, he uses 

song to bring these two narratives together, creating a new text out of the interplay of 
the two: 

Bare feet and chamomile sap. 
Took off my shoes; took off my hat. 

Bare feet and chamomile sap 
Gimme back my shoes; gimme back my hat. 

Lay my head on a potato sack, 

Devil sneak up behind my back. 
Steam engine got a lonesome whine. 

Love that woman till you go stone blind. 

Stone blind; stone blind. 

Sweet Home gal make you lose your mind. (263) 

Instead of resisting the lyrics of both his prison and Sweet home songs, Paul D's new 

song brings these narratives together, allowing them to modify one another. The 

prison lyric "whip my captain till he went stone blind" is transformed to "love that 
woman till you go stone blind." Similarly, the lines "lay my head on the railroad line 

/ train come along, pacify my mind" have been transformed into "lay my head on a 

potato sack" and "Sweet home gal make you lose your mind." 

While the images "stone blind" and "lose your mind" may not seem very posi 
tive, they do (unlike the earlier silenced lyrics) hold out the possibility of a domestic 
future between Paul D and Sethe. Where prison forced Paul D to shut down his mind 
and heart by driving him "crazy so he would not lose his mind" (41), in the context 
of this new song losing his mind is no longer a solitary, closed text, but an activity 
that involves another. This revised image of losing one's mind is associated with 
Sixo's description of the Thirty Mile Woman: "She is a friend of my mind. She 
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gather me, man. The pieces I am, she gather them and give them back to me in all the 

right order. It's good, you know, when you got a woman who is a friend of your 
mind" (272-73). Here, losing your mind becomes an act performed with the aid of a 

"friend of your mind." Like Denver, who draws upon her sister's yearning to know in 

constructing her birth narrative, Paul D seems to have recognized the importance of 

involving others in revising his life story rather than locking the past away. 
Paul D's resolution at the end of the chapter to "put his story next to hers" (273) 

suggests that he has learned the power of allowing new meaning to arise from the in 

terplay of old texts. Such interplay between texts, Gates suggests, is how black liter 

ature and music obtains its meaning, rather than through a direct, logocentric 

relationship between signifier and signified. When Paul D resolves to realize "some 

kind of tomorrow" with Sethe, he does so by helping her revise her earlier text of 

"she my best thing"?the text of claiming her daughter as her own possession?by 

replacing it with "Me? Me?" (273). Paul D thus helps Sethe replace the logocentric 

practice of defining a self by claiming an other with a new narrative that sees the self 
as arising from the intertexts formed by self and other. By placing his texts of violent 

resistance and shameful yearning next to Sethe's texts of too thick and inhuman love, 
Paul D holds out the possibility of reconstructing new selves for both himself and 

Sethe, ones that arise out of the interplay of their stories. 

"THE SOUND THAT BROKE THE BACK OF WORDS": 
BODWIN'S PARTICIPATION AS LISTENER 

By far, the most striking image of song as a means for revising past texts in 

Beloved occurs in the climatic scene of the novel when thirty black women converge 

upon 124 to drive the ghost away. There is no missing that this scene revises the 

women's actions from nineteen years earlier, when they both failed to warn Sethe of 

the approaching slavecatchers (a warning that might have taken the form of song) 
and later denied the jailed Sethe the "cape of sound" that should have been "wrapped 
around her, like arms to hold her steady on the way" (152). When the women walk up 
to 124, the first thing they see is themselves nineteen years earlier on the day before 

Schoolteacher arrived for Sethe. In a much commented upon passage, the women 

confront the authority of Western Logos by taking "a step back to the beginning. In 

the beginning there were no words. In the beginning was the sound, and they all knew 

what that sound sounded like" (259). They move beyond the closed text of the 

Gospel of St. John to find the "sound that broke the back of words" (261). This sound 

breaks the logocentric closure whereby Sethe claimed her daughter as her own "best 

thing" and returns this text to the community to reshape and retell. Thus, the women 

replace their inaction nineteen years earlier with action, they help Sethe change the 

object of her attack, and most importantly, they prevent the attack from occurring. 
The power of shared song allows the thirty women to take Sethe's closed and private 
text (her 'best thing') and turn it into a communal text that rewrites the past. 

It is tempting to see this "sound that broke the back of words" as the answer to 

freeing Sethe from the "ten minutes ... longer than life" (5)?and I confess my own 
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guilt in originally succumbing to this temptation.6 However, while the events change, 
Sethe's subjectivity does not. Thus, while the object of her attack has migrated from 

her daughter to the white man approaching 124, Sethe still replicates the logic of 

slavery by claiming a slave child as her self's property?"her best thing" (262). 

Moreover, Sethe's own self continues to be described in non-human terms. Where 

Stamp Paid describes "how she flew, snatching up her children like a hawk on the 

wing; how her face beaked, how her hands worked like claws" (157), the narrator of 

the climatic scene tells us "And if she thinks anything it is no. No no. Nonono. She 

flies. The ice pick is not in her hand; it is her hand" (262). Both of the times Sethe be 

lieves a white man has come to 124 for her best thing, she becomes something less 

than human?a hawk with claws and a beak, a bird that flies without thinking, an ice 

pick for a hand. 

The song of the thirty women does not free Sethe from claiming her children as 

parts of her self, as lives that belong to her. As much as we might want to see the 

song itself as healing, it has little direct effect on Sethe: she still hears hummingbird 

wings, thinks only "no," and attacks the wrong person. As Paul D's prison songs by 
themselves did not change him, so the song of the thirty women does not change 
Sethe. 

What this song that broke the back of words does change is the narrative struc 

ture of Sethe's text by making room for a listener. Throughout the novel, the infanti 

cide cannot be told because it cannot be heard. Thus, when Stamp Paid tries to tell 

the story, Paul D insists "that ain't her mouth" (154). When the nephew who nursed 

Sethe asks "What she want to go and do that for?" no one answers him as the white 
men back out of the woodshed and yard without looking at any faces (150). When a 

schoolmate tries to tell the story to Denver, she goes deaf so she does not have to lis 

ten to it. When Sethe tries to tell Paul D what she had not even told Baby Suggs 
(161), a "trackless and quiet" forest springs up between them (165). However, when 

Sethe attacks this second time, the stories surrounding the event multiply, the ac 

counts contradict one another, and everyone in the town seems to be listening and 

asking questions. 
Included among these listener-questioners is Edwin Bodwin, the white man and 

former abolitionist whom Sethe tries to attack. As an educated white male, Bodwin, 
like the inhumane Schoolteacher, has been privileged with an authoritative voice that 

allows him to define Others?a prerogative that he employed nineteen years earlier 

when Sethe killed her child "to turn infanticide and the cry of savagery around, and 

build a case for abolishing slavery" (260). Although Bodwin's attempts to speak for 

Sethe are well-intentioned, like Schoolteacher, who labels Sethe's actions as "testi 

mony to the results of a little so-called freedom" (151), he seems to have no reserva 

tions about using Sethe's story to suit his own political agenda. Bodwin's culpability 
in appropriating other voices is further underscored by the presence of a coin jar, 

shaped like a black boy kneeling, his mouth full of coins and the words "At Yo Ser 

vice" painted across the pedestal, resting on a back shelf of his house (255). 
However, at the climatic scene Bodwin does not speak or define. Instead, as the 

last sentence of the scene tells us, he looks. This looking appears to rewrite the ear 

lier actions of Schoolteacher, who refused to see slaves as human. When School 
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teacher and his posse back away from the scene in the woodshed, "they didn't look 

at the woman in the pepper plants with the flower in her hat. And they didn't look at 

the seven or so faces that had edged closer" (150). By contrast, when Beloved sees 

Bodwin, he is "looking. He is looking at her" (262). 
This act of looking seems key to the ghost's disappearance. Where Bodwin ear 

lier used the infanticide as a political argument, this time he refuses to name or inter 

pret the events. Janey reports that "all he wants to know is who was the naked 

blackwoman standing on the porch. He was looking at her so hard he didn't notice 

what Sethe was up to" (264). Bodwin's recognition that there are some things be 

yond his knowing?his act of looking or listening?seems to be a key to the gener 

ally optimistic events described in the final pages of the novel: he fails to prosecute 
Sethe, he will sell the house, forcing both himself and Sethe to move away from the 

private things buried there, and he intends to finance Denver's education at Oberlin. 

Although he has the power to interpret the story and take action, Bodwin instead opts 
to listen. 

It may be strange to think of Bodwin's listening as a narrative strategy that can 

be used to rewrite past texts. However, just as Denver's active performance of her 

birth narrative before an engaged listener brings her story to life?and just as Paul 

D's placement of incompatible narratives next to one another allows him to imagine 
a self that can stay with a woman?so does Bodwin's act of listening enable him to 

revise the static texts that have trapped him in the past. Like performance and inter 

textuality, listening here is a narrative strategy that can reinvent past texts.7 

When Bodwin rides up to 124 at the end of the novel, his relationship to the 

texts that he has used to speak for others bears remarkable similarity to Sethe's ten 

minutes before the stonemason. Like Sethe, Bodwin has private and "precious things 
he wanted to protect" buried at 124 (259). These precious things include a watch 

chain and tin soldiers, representing the stimulating "old days of letters, petitions, 

meetings, debates, recruitment, quarrels, rescue and downright sedition" (260). 
These polemical texts, like the ten minutes that seem "longer than life, more alive," 
threaten to eclipse Bodwin's subjectivity: "measured by the wars he had lived 

through, but not fought in ... [time] was slow. But measured by the burial of his pri 
vate things it was the blink of an eye" (260). 

The narratives that make up Bodwin's past?the "heady" and "stimulating" 

(260) days of abolitionist polemic?are narratives that speak on behalf of others. If 

Sethe, in naming and claiming her daughter, forgot the "the other one: the soul of her 

baby girl" (5), so does Bodwin, in proclaiming the slaves' humanity, fail to recognize 

fully the slaves' own voices. Paradoxically, his attempts to free the slaves physically 
also traps them in a discourse that does not recognize their right to speak. When 

Sethe prostitutes her body for a single word, she is responding not to Schoolteacher, 
but those who have denied her a voice by speaking on her behalf: "that should cer 

tainly be enough. Enough to answer one more preacher, one more abolitionist and a 

town full of disgust" (5). 

Many critics have interpreted Bodwin in a negative light, focusing on the coin 

jar Denver sees at his house and on Sethe and Beloved's confusion of him with 

Schoolteacher and other slave masters at the end. However, Morrison's portrayal of 
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Bodwin is much more nuanced and positive than many of these critics have ac 

knowledged. Although it is true that his father "was a deeply religious man who 

knew what God knew and told everybody what it was," the message that his father 

preaches is identical to that of Baby Suggs: "human life is holy, all of it" (260). Mor 

rison is thus not critical of the messages of caring and sympathetic white men like 

Bodwin, but of the manner in which these messages have been expressed. In her por 

trayal of Bodwin at the end?particularly in his similarities to Sethe, who also has 

buried "precious things" at 124?Morrison shows how the authoritative discourse 

spoken by men like Bodwin traps both subject and object in a closed and subsuming 

symbiosis. 
The song of the thirty black women therefore helps Bodwin revise his past nar 

rative practices of speaking for others. This time, when confronted by events at 124, 
Bodwin looks but does not speak. Unlike himself nineteen years earlier, Bodwin is 

so busy staring at the face of slavery represented by the naked blackwoman on the 

porch that he declines to interpret Sethe's actions. And it is this lack of an authorita 

tive interpretation that allows Sethe's story to be spoken and reshaped and to eventu 

ally lose its power. The proliferation of stories at the end causes the ghost to erupt 
"into her separate parts, to make it easy for the chewing laughter to swallow her all 

away" (274). 
Much as Denver and Paul D imagine new selves by acknowledging and draw 

ing upon the importance of a listener in shaping their narratives, so does Bodwin 

come to realize a new self as a consequence of adopting the rhetorical role of lis 

tener. The action in the climatic scene hinges upon Sethe and Beloved's inability to 

distinguish Bodwin from the other white men they have known. By conflating Bod 

win with schoolteacher and the slave drivers of the Middle Passage, Sethe and 

Beloved?in yet another perverse repetition of the logic of slavery?deny Bodwin's 

humanity. Beloved even refers to Bodwin as the "man without skin," suggesting that, 

because of his whiteness, he is missing important human attributes. 

By refusing to define or interpret the events in the climatic scene, Bodwin en 

ables the proliferation of stories about this event?stories in which he plays a central 

part as the black characters try to understand, identify, and interpret his actions. And 
as the black people make up their stories about Bodwin, they come to recognize his 

humanity and perceive him as different from the inhumane white men who tortured 

and enslaved them. Thus, Stamp Paid praises Bodwin as "somebody never turned us 

down" and asserts that if Sethe "had got to him, it'd be the worst thing in the world 

for us" (265). Consequently, when Paul D meets up with Denver, he does not warn 

her about the dangers of white schoolteachers who rape black subjects of their hu 

manity, acknowledging that the Bodwins are different. Thus, Bodwin's listening at 

the end recognizes the voices of black subjects (voices that were denied in his earlier 

authoritative interpretations of the infanticide), and these black voices, in turn, rec 

ognize Bodwin's own humanity by distinguishing him from the inhumane men 

"without skin" they have known. 

Bodwin's new narrative practice of listening is modeled on the role that the lis 

tener plays in black music. Much as the audience's participation can enhance music 

and inspire the musician, so does the narrative listener enhance and inspire the story 
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teller. Denver relied upon her listener to transform a monologue into a duet and Paul D 

learned the importance of entering a dialogical relationship with the listener in shaping 
the self. Similarly, Bodwin's participation as listener?a rhetorical role that Morrison 

demands of the reader in the final chapter (Phelan)?helps the black community open 

up and rewrite the text Sethe inscribes when she lies before the stonemason. 

SUMMONING NOMMO FROM THE 
"TEN MINUTES FOR SEVEN LETTERS" 

The new narrative practices that Denver, Paul D, and Bodwin come to realize 

are all modeled upon the participatory, open-ended, and intertextual techniques that 

Morrison attributes to black music. Morrison's own narrative is similarly an attempt 
to revise Sethe's "ten minutes for seven letters," which can stand in for the self-vio 

lating subjectivities that characterize the slave narratives and the literary traditions 

they inspired. These narratives simultaneously asserted and denied black subjectivity 
(DuBois, for instance, both describes black double-consciousness and yearns for its 

erasure), much as Sethe's one word both asserts and eclipses her selfhood. This word 
comes to stand not only for Sethe's act of claiming her daughter, but also for the 

words not spoken ("with another ten could she have gotten dearly too"?) and the sub 

ject positions not articulated ("Me? Me?").8 
If Sethe's "ten minutes . . . 

longer than life" is an example of logocentric clo 

sure?an attempt to have the final answer by claiming an other as one's own?Mor 

rison's attempts to open this text invoke Afrocentric ideals of nommo as she literally 

brings Sethe's word to life. Not only does she create the character Beloved (and 

many critics have pointed out the birth imagery that accompanies Beloved's arrival), 
but the many uses to which this word is put in the novel parallel the narrative strate 

gies we see Denver, Paul D, and Bodwin employ. As in Denver's birth narrative, 
"Beloved" draws upon the dialogic relationships between European and African tra 

ditions. Moreover, as with Paul D's songs, the power of the word "Beloved" arises 

from the dialogic interplay of incompatible texts that makes new identities possible. 
Thus, "Beloved," the character, is an African trickster figure, a Middle Passage sur 

vivor, a runaway slave, a Gothic ghost, a Medusa. Similarly, "beloved," the word, is 

the opening phrase of a marriage ceremony inscribed on a tombstone (Guth), the 

final word of a book that perplexingly claims "this is not a story to pass on" (275), a 

paradoxical biblical passage that forms the epigraph of the novel, and a character of 

whom "everybody knew what she was called, but nobody anywhere knew her name" 

(274). These multiplicities of layers and meanings open up Sethe's one word, turning 
a text that could not be spoken or heard into a narrative that always seems to be shift 

ing and calling forth new meanings.9 
Morrison's use of musical technique as a narrative strategy to revise the "ten 

minutes for seven letters" is perhaps most apparent in the final chapter, when she 

switches narrative modes to address the reader directly (Phelan). Morrison uses the 

phrase "it was not a story to pass on" (275) like the refrain of the song in which she 

invites the reader to participate. This refrain is modified as Morrison switches from 
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past to future tenses and then finally refers the reader back to the title of the book: "It 
was not a story to pass on / It was not a story to pass on / This is not a story to pass 
on / Beloved." The ending resists closure and challenges readers to question their re 

lationship to the text?to look closely at the type of narrative Morrison is telling, 
much as Bodwin in the final chapters looks at Beloved in learning to listen to the mu 

sical and narrative texts of the black community. Because listening calls for partici 

pation, Morrison essentially invites her readers to participate in the simultaneous 

telling and untelling of this text?and thereby summons the musical and narrative 

power of nommo. 

ENDNOTES 

1. See Eldred and Mortensen's reading of George Bernard Shaw's Pygmalion and Harvey Graff's work 

on literacy myths for additional work on the relationship between literacy acquisition and self-dispos 
session. 

2. Capuano, for instance, simplistically asserts that the characters in Beloved use song to combat dehu 

manization, failing to note that many of the characters fail to acknowledge their own full humanity de 

spite, or even because of, these songs. Rodrigues similarly overgeneralizes in his attempt to 

characterize the entire narrative as a mythical and magical song?and even states that this magical 
state ends when Morrison lays the past to rest in the final words of the novel, an interpretation very 

much at odds with the one advanced here. 

3. The Afrocentric principles of nommo are loosely derived from the etiological myths of the Dogon peo 

ple of Mali. Particularly important to the Afrocentric idea of nommo is the linkage between the spoken 

word, performance, and a continual cycle of birth and rebirth. In order for transcendence and new life 

to come into being, the speaker's audience must participate in the performance. The audience thus both 

fulfills and creates the potential of the spoken word (see Asante; Handley; Jahn). 

4. "Down by the stream in back of 124 her footprints come and go, come and go. They are so familiar. 

Should a child, an adult place his feet in them, they will fit. Take them out and they disappear again as 

though nobody ever walked there" (275). This image of ghostly footprints brings to mind the first 

telling of Denver's birth narrative, in which Denver's attempts to remember the story as her mother told 

it are mimicked by her attempt to symbolically walk in the same steps as her mother. Here, walking in 

someone else's footsteps is a dangerous activity that threatens to erase the trace of both walkers. 

5. Moreland describes the safety of Denver's original narrative as providing her a kind of power and iso 

lationism that mimics the isolation and power of American culture. Thus, Denver's original narrative, 

like Sethe's one word, seems to participate in the very narrative practices that have been used by the 

hegemonic culture to deny her humanity. 

6. Daniels takes to task those critics who have assumed that it is the community that rescues Sethe and 

causes Beloved to flee, noting that, although Morrison sets us up for the satisfaction of effective com 

munal action, she chooses to deny us this "feel-good resolution" (356). 

7. Rhetoricians have recently called for increased attention to and valuation of rhetorical codes for listen 

ing. Royster, for instance, advocates what she calls instruction in "systems for hearing" as well as 

systems for speaking (38). Ratcliffe similarly calls for a rhetorical tradition that respects otherness by 

seeing listening as of equal importance to speech. In a similar vein, Mandel specifically discusses si 

lence (but not listening) as a narrative strategy in Beloved. 

8. Where DuBois yearns for an end to the fragmentation and dependence of double-consciousness? 
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describing the American Negro's mission as learning "to be himself, and not another" (49)?Sethe's 
"Me? Me?" in the final scene with Paul D seems to affirm the double self as the human condition. 

9. See Phelan for an analysis of the ending as a call for a rhetorical reader response in which reading and 

interpretation?reader and text?continually revise one another. 
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